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Here you can find the menu of Pozoleria Mexican Food in Phoenix. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Pozoleria

Mexican Food:
Doesn't look like much, it's a little hole in the wall, but I drove 45 minutes to downtown phoenix just for their
pozole and it was freaking amazing let me tell you. If I ever do decide to get pazole again I will definitely be

making the trip back down. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair
or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Pozoleria Mexican Food:

Not great but not bad. I had the chilaquiles with eggs. The salsa had too much tomatillos, it wasn 't even a little
spicy and there wasn 't enough flavor so I was super disappointed, it also had way too much salsa (probably

wouldn 't have minded if it was spicy and had some flavor). My bf got the menudo. He rated it a 3.5. It was good
but not great. It had rave reviews, which is why we decided to try it and when walk... read more. The large
selection of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Pozoleria Mexican Food even more worthwhile, The
dishes are usually prepared in a short time and fresh for you. The guests also appreciate the versatile,

delicious Mexican cuisine, whose traditional dishes are prepared with corn, beans and spicy chilies, and you
can look forward to the fine traditional seafood cuisine.
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Salad�
TACOS

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Tac�
AL PASTOR

Entrada�
QUESADILLA

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITOS

Breakfas� Plate�
CHILAQUILES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Neighborhoo� Burger�
THE CLASSIC

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Soup�
MENUDO

POZOLE

Ingredient� Use�
EGGS

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ROAST BEEF

QUESADILLAS
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Tuesday 09:00-15:00
Wednesday 09:00-21:00
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Friday 09:00-21:00
Saturday 09:00-21:00
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